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Abstract
We describe a new approach, called Strider, to Change and Configuration Management and
Support (CCMS). Strider is a black-box approach: without relying on specifications, it uses state
differencing to identify potential causes of differing program behaviors, uses state tracing to identify
actual, run-time state dependencies, and uses statistical behavior modeling for noise filtering. Strider
is a state-based approach: instead of linking vague, high level descriptions and symptoms to relevant
actions, it models management and support problems in terms of individual, named pieces of low
level configuration state and provides precise mappings to user-friendly information through a
computer genomics database. We use troubleshooting of configuration failures to demonstrate that
the Strider approach reduces problem complexity by several orders of magnitude, making root-cause
analysis possible.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Change and Configuration Management (CCM) refers to the task of monitoring
configuration changes and maintaining systems in healthy configuration states. Change
and Configuration Support (CCS) refers to the task of performing troubleshooting and
repairs to bring systems back to healthy configuration states, after configuration failures
have occurred.
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CCMS of computer platforms with large install bases and large numbers of available
third-party software packages have proved to be daunting tasks [16]. Ideally, a white-
box approach could greatly simplify the tasks: the developers of every OS component and
every application would accurately and fully specify the set of configuration data that their
programs use, the health invariants that subsets of these configuration data must satisfy,
and the dependencies among the OS components and applications. Such information could
then be used to compose machine-wide dependency information and golden configuration
states [22] (or ideal states), in which all OS components and applications function
correctly.
In practice, there are several difficulties. First, the large number of possible hardware
and software combinations and their dependencies and interactions make it difficult to
fully specify golden states for individual machines because each machine has essentially
a unique, customized configuration. Also, studies have shown that [14,21] it is very
difficult to declare and maintain accurate and conflict-free cross-application dependencies.
Second, as a user makes intended changes to the configuration settings of her machine, the
machine’s configuration state moves from one good state to another, so there may not be a
golden state in which the machine must stay. Third, the “correct operations” of programs
are often defined with respect to user-expected services. An incorrect program behavior
perceived by one user may look perfectly fine to another user, so absolute goldenness is
sometimes hard to define. Finally, white-box specifications will not be available for the
majority of existing legacy applications.
This motivates the Strider black-box approach to CCMS. In Strider, we use state
differencing (or diffing) to identify deviations from known-good configuration state, use
state tracing to discover relevant, run-time state dependency information, and use statistical
behavior modeling for noise filtering. At the core of Strider is a computer genomics
database [10] that can accommodate specifications based on white-box knowledge as well
as those derived from black-box experiments using state diffing and tracing.
The main contributions of Strider are as follows, which also serves as the outline of
the paper. First, we identify three Strider principles as the key to handling complexity
in CCMS: State-Based Analysis, Attack the Mess with the Mass, and Complexity–Noise
Filtering. Applying these principles allows us to decompose seemingly intractable CCMS
problems into sub-problems, each of which is solved by a Strider component. Second,
we introduce Strider processes as conceptual uses of various combinations of the
Strider components to solve different problems, including troubleshooting, configuration
certification, and change audit.
Third, we describe the Strider toolkit that implements the Strider components.
Finally, we present the Strider troubleshooter that strings together components from the
toolkit to implement the troubleshooting process. We evaluate the performance of
the troubleshooter and discuss its limitations. To simplify our presentation, we
will focus our discussion on a particular type of important configuration data—the
Windows Registry [20], which provides hierarchical persistent storage for named, typed
entries. The principles and techniques are generally applicable to other types of
configuration stores and other platforms; we will discuss such applications at the end of the
paper.
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2. The Strider principles
We begin by describing the three Strider principles, and use troubleshooting of
configuration failures (i.e., errors resulting from mis-configuration) as the primary example
to illustrate problem decomposition.
2.1. State-based analysis
A configuration failure occurs when a program modifies a piece of configuration data
and, some time later, that same program or another program reads that modification and
experiences a persistent failure that cannot be repaired by application restart or machine
reboot. The failure can exhibit symptoms in the form of a program crash, program hang,
error dialog box, or simply not delivering user-expected service.
In particular, configuration problems caused by data sharing through persistent stores
present a great challenge. Such shared stores may serve many purposes: they may contain
system-wide resources that are naturally shared by all applications (e.g., the file system);
they may allow applications installed at different times to discover and integrate with each
other to provide a richer user experience; they may allow users to install new applications
to customize default handlers or appearances of existing applications; they may allow
individual applications to register with system services to reuse base functionalities; or
they may allow individual components to register with host applications that provide an
extensibility mechanism (e.g., toolbars in browsers).
Computer users (or support engineers) typically perform symptom-based analysis to
troubleshoot configuration problems. Based on their knowledge and past experiences with
similar problems, the users try to search the Web or a support-article database using search
strings constructed in an ad hoc way in an attempt to describe the symptoms. Such search
is highly imprecise and often results in a large number of irrelevant articles. Furthermore,
there is no guarantee that the repair actions suggested in these articles would actually
modify the configuration data relevant to the failure in question.
In Strider, we propose state-based analysis as the primary approach to troubleshooting.
Given a configuration failure, we represent it as a high dimensional state vector of all
configuration data. For example, Windows XP machines typically have around 200,000
Registry entries; a configuration failure due to a faulty entry can be represented as a
200,000-dimensional vector that contains the entry. The main challenge is to narrow down
the problem to that entry.
To reduce the dimensionality to the level that can be handled by humans, we develop
mechanical techniques to exclude those entries that are irrelevant to the current failure, and
develop statistical techniques to filter out those entries that are relevant but less likely to
be the root cause. Once we narrow down the potential candidates to a small subset, we
perform a precise lookup in a computer genomics database for each entry in the subset
to identify potential fixes. Optionally, we can use the imprecise symptom descriptions at
this later stage to help rank the importance of the candidates by matching the descriptions
against information retrieved from the database.
Given the name of a Registry entry, the genomics database answers the following two
questions:
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(1) What is the function of this entry? This provides any higher level information that
can help users understand the function of the entry. It may associate the entry with the
application(s) or OS component(s) that are mainly responsible for updating it and therefore
can potentially be used to correct problems caused by the entry. It may also identify the
entry as “noise” [5] from the viewpoint of configuration management because the entry is
unlikely to cause configuration failures. (Labeling and filtering of noise will be discussed
in more detail when we introduce the third Strider principle.)
(2) Are there known problems associated with this entry? This quickly points to support
articles on known problems caused by the entry, if any. Such information is useful for
troubleshooting, but it can also be applied to correct Registry problems before they cause
application failures.
The computer genomics database can be populated today through troubleshooting
experiences and black-box experiments (e.g., we have recorded the Registry access traces
of most of the Windows XP configuration actions), as well as through application-provided
specifications in the future.
2.2. Attack the mess with the mass
Applying the first principle allows us to decompose the problem into three parts:
mechanical, statistical, and database. We now develop the second principle to provide
further decomposition of the mechanical part.
Every Windows XP machine starts with approximately 77,000 Registry entries from the
CD installation process. The majority of users are given the freedom and flexibility to grow
the Registry any way they want by configuring their machines differently and installing
different sets of applications. Such freedom and flexibility helped create a large install base,
but also created “the mess”—every machine has a unique configuration and applications
on each machine can interact in a unique way. For example, the default handlers for
file extensions or the behavior of an extensible browser may depend on the particular
combination of software components installed on a system. When a configuration failure
occurs, the lack of a golden state vector particular to the unique configuration at hand
typically presents a major obstacle to troubleshooting.
In Strider, we make the observation that full-size, absolutely golden state vectors may
not be necessary for CCMS problems. When a program fails due to a configuration problem
on a particular machine at a particular time, it suffices to find a state vector either from
another machine or from the past on the same machine, where the program is/was working.
In the space domain, “the mass” (i.e., the large install base) offers a high probability that
one can find a healthy machine for cross-machine analysis. In the time domain, a periodic
state snapshot feature such as Windows XP System Restore [25] can often provide a good
state vector from the past for cross-time analysis.
Given a good state vector and a bad state vector, the mechanical part of Strider oper-
ates as follows. First, it performs a state diffing operation on the two vectors to obtain a
sub-vector consisting of only the differences, which must capture the root cause for the
difference in program behavior. Second, it asks the user to re-execute the failed program
action and performs state tracing to record a sub-vector consisting of only those configura-
tion data that are actually used as input to the current failed execution. Finally, it intersects
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the two sub-vectors to identify those that are potential root-cause candidates for the current
failure. (An illustration of these three components is shown in Fig. 1.) Preliminary results
from our experiments show that, since the diffing sub-vector and the tracing sub-vector are
mostly orthogonal, the number of candidates in the intersection is often several orders of
magnitude smaller than the full vector describing the bad state.
Once we have decomposed the mechanical part of Strider into state diffing, state tracing,
and state intersection, we can utilize various combinations to further take advantage of the
mass. For example, if a good state vector is available both from the past on the same
machine and from one or more other machines, we can use multiple state diffing sub-
vectors in the intersection to further reduce the size of the candidate set. Similarly, if the
same application failure occurs on multiple machines, the state diffing and tracing sub-
vectors from all these machines can be intersected together to further narrow down the
candidate set. Even in situations where no state diffing sub-vector is available, intersecting
multiple traces may help eliminate non-deterministic parts of execution traces due to
other system activities and irrelevant to the deterministic application failure that is the
troubleshooting target. A caveat is warranted here: in order for these more elaborate
combinations to succeed, the root cause of the configuration failure must be a single
entry or a fixed set of entries that differ between every sick/healthy pair. Fortunately, our
experience has been that such root causes are indeed responsible for many configuration
failures.
State diffing and state tracing distinguish Strider’s black-box approach from the white-
box approach: instead of relying on a full specification of absolutely golden state provided
by software developers, we use state tracing to scope essentially a “partial specification”
of the portion of configuration state actually accessed by the code path taken by the failed
program execution, and use state diffing to take advantage of the “good states relevant to
this failure” available in state snapshots from the past and/or from other machines where
the program does not fail.
2.3. Complexity–noise filtering
An immediate concern about the mechanical part of Strider is that a large class of
Registry entries are both updated and read frequently, which means that they will appear
in both the diffing and tracing sub-vectors. Because of this, they will also appear in the
intersection with high probability, and thus they will consistently inflate the size of the final
candidate set. Timestamps, usage counts, caches, seeds for random number generators,
window positions, and MRU (Most Recently Used)-related information are such examples.
In Strider, we make the observation that such “high frequency” entries should be
considered “operational states” instead of the “configuration states” that we are mostly
interested in for troubleshooting configuration failures. If a machine has been healthy in the
presence of these high frequency updates, then when a configuration failure occurs, these
operational data are less likely to be the root cause. In contrast, configuration data that have
not changed often in the machine’s history but have changed recently since the application
was last known to be working are more likely to be the root cause. This leads to the concept
of state ranking based on Inverse Change Frequency (ICF): we assign each candidate in
the intersection a score that inversely depends on its change frequency, and prioritize the
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troubleshooting effort according to the score ranking; optionally, entries with scores below
a threshold can be filtered out as noise and ignored. More sophisticated statistical analysis
techniques that additionally take into account abnormal data content [8,12] should further
improve troubleshooting effectiveness.
The same observation can be applied to cross-machine analysis. Clearly, there are
classes of Registry entries that always contain different data on different machines; for
example, the data may be a function of computer names, user names, user security IDs,
Globally Unique IDs (GUIDs), hardware IDs, IP addresses, etc. These entries constitute
the “natural biological diversity” among machines and are less likely to be root causes of
configuration failures. These differences are much like the human genes that are simply
responsible for the natural diversity in human appearances and that are not thought to be
the cause of any genetic disease even though they frequently appear as genetic differences
between sick and healthy people.
In summary, the state-based approach starts with a large and complex problem: the
Registry contains many entries, many of them changing. Fortunately, when we apply the
complexity–noise filtering principle, these sources of complexity tend to filter themselves
out, allowing us to focus on the fewer and simpler Registry entries that are most likely
to be significant. This again distinguishes Strider’s black-box approach from the white-
box approach: instead of relying on a specification of operational data versus configuration
data, we use behavior monitoring and statistical modeling to derive this distinction. Similar
statistical techniques can also be used to predict potential failures by analyzing a large
number of state vectors and flagging those that deviate from the “normal majority” as
problematic ones that require special attention.
We note that, for any Registry entry that Strider filters out as noise, one can always
construct a counterexample in which the entry is in fact the root cause; such a trade-
off between false negatives and false positives is inherent in any statistical techniques.
Our empirical results so far have indicated that noise filtering is essential for dealing with
complexities and it allows successful troubleshooting of a large class of failures. We will
discuss the limitations of noise filtering in more detail in a later section.
3. The Strider processes
Applying the three Strider principles allows a decomposition of the troubleshooting
problem into five Strider components: state diffing, state tracing, state intersection, state
ranking, and the computer genomics database. In this paper, we use the term “Strider
process” to refer to a conceptual use of some or all of the Strider components as building
blocks in a specific way for a specific type of CCMS problem.
Fig. 1 illustrates the Strider process for troubleshooting. In the narrow-down phase, the
state diffing result and the failed application trace are intersected to produce a candidate
set, which is then ranked and filtered by the state ranking module. As more and more
troubleshooter reports are gathered, entries that are known to cause failures can be
emphasized and entries that have repeatedly appeared in the reports as false positives can
be de-emphasized.
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Fig. 1. The Strider process for troubleshooting.
In the solution-query phase, a genomics database lookup is performed for each entry
in the candidate set, to yield one or more of the following three types of information:
(1) support articles that describe known fixes of problems related to the entry; (2) a user
interface for performing configuration actions that can potentially correct the data content
of the entry; and (3) information about the application that owns this entry.
We next describe two other Strider processes for different CCMS problems
to demonstrate the flexibility provided by Strider’s componentized approach. The
“configuration certification” process addresses an important CCMS scenario. In this
scenario, we would like to answer the question of whether an operational machine still
conforms to a certified configuration and so is eligible for product support service. The
Strider process would involve state diffing between the operational machine and a certified
machine, followed by noise filtering of known entries unrelated to certification. State
ranking with an adjustable threshold could provide a trade-off between the time spent in
determining the conformance and the time wasted in providing support for non-conforming
machines falsely determined to be in conformance. The genomics database could store
information regarding commonly installed, unsupported hardware or software to speed up
the determination of non-conformance.
Next we describe the “change audit” process. In the scenario targeted by this process,
we would like to answer questions in the form of “what has changed on my machine
since last week?” This Strider process would involve always-on state tracing of all write
operations with always-on noise filtering to control the size of the audit file. (State tracing
captures the additional information of which process in what context made the changes,
information which is typically not available from state diffing.) State ranking would
distinguish significant configuration changes from the lesser ones. The genomics database
would store mapping information that translates groups of changes into higher level, user-
friendly descriptions for better presentation.
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4. The Strider toolkit
We have implemented the full functionality of the first three Strider components in the
Strider toolkit. A limited form of the state ranking component and part of the computer
genomics database are also included in the toolkit.
The state diffing tool by default takes two System Restore checkpoints as input and
produces an XML file containing Registry entries that exist in both checkpoints but have
different data as well as those that exist in only one of the checkpoints. System Restore is
a standard feature on Windows XP machines. It automatically saves a checkpoint of the
Registry, selected files, and other configuration stores approximately every 24 hours. The
number of available checkpoints depends on the maximum amount of disk space allocated
for System Restore, which is set to 12% of each hard drive by default.
The tool also supports diffing of only selected Registry hives. For example, if a
configuration failure occurs under one user account but does not occur under another user
account on the same machine, then the root cause cannot reside in machine-wide Registry
hives. Diffing only the per-user hives of the two users takes less time and reduces the
number of false positives in the report.
The state tracing tool is implemented as a kernel-mode driver that, by default, intercepts
and records every Registry call made by any application or OS component. It supports
Include and Exclude filters for logging only those trace lines that contain or do not contain,
respectively, specific sub-strings. It also supports efficient logging of only certain call
types; for example, it can perform always-on logging of only write-related call types to
provide a comprehensive change audit.
The state intersection tool uses a generic tree data structure to maintain a set of
hierarchical names. It can take multiple state diffing files and/or multiple state tracing files
as input. Each state entry in each of the input files is inserted into the tree and marked by
the ID of its source file. Entries that are marked by the IDs of all input files are reported
in the intersection result. As we extend the functionality of the state diffing and tracing
tools beyond Registry to include other configuration stores such as files and application-
specific XML configuration files, the same data structure can be used to compute the
intersection.
Ideally, on each machine running the Strider tool, the state ranking component should
compute the ICF scores based on a customized “change frequency dictionary” for the local
machine because each machine is configured and used in a different way and so the change
behavior of configuration state may be different. Building such a customized dictionary
at troubleshooting time would not be feasible because it would involve invoking the state
diffing operation on every pair of consecutive checkpoints, which could take several hours
(with five minutes per pair in today’s implementation).
Currently, we include a “static dictionary” in the Strider executable and use the static
scores in the dictionary for all state ranking operations. The dictionary was built from
analyzing the change frequencies on the main desktop machine of one of the authors.
Our troubleshooting experience so far has indicated that such a dictionary appears to be
effective in ranking commonly updated Registry entries, but may miss many application-
or machine-specific changes. We plan to replace it with another one built from multiple
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machines to increase its coverage and make it more representative. In the long run, we
would like to have an always-on Windows service running on every machine, continuously
updating a local, customized dictionary.
As an optimization, well-known Registry entries and sub-hierarchies that change very
frequently and/or repeatedly appear as false positives in troubleshooting reports are filtered
out in a keyword-based noise filtering step inserted right before the intersection; it is
invoked after the intersection code reads an entry from an input file and before it inserts
the entry into the tree structure. A second threshold-based noise filtering step is invoked
after the intersection: it grays out entries with ICF scores below the (conservative) default
threshold, which corresponds to a change frequency of 10% in the static dictionary. In
addition to the ICF ranking, order ranking is also applied to assign more weight to
entries that appear earlier in the trace, based on the intuition that later part of the trace
may simply be a result of execution divergence caused by a bad value of an earlier
entry.
Currently, part of the state-to-app/action mapping information of the genomics database
is built into the executable. In a one-time experiment, we performed all commonly used
Windows XP configuration actions and recorded their corresponding Registry update
operations using the tracing tool. The reverse mappings can then be used to provide state-
to-action mappings at troubleshooting time. As more state-to-app mapping information is
obtained through experiments and actual troubleshooting experience, we plan to build a
Web service for entering and querying such information. The same Web service will also
be used to implement the support-article lookup part of the genomics database, which is
currently compiled as a list on a Web page with pointers into a trouble-ticket database and
a support-article database.
5. Experimental results
Clearly, the Strider approach would not work if the following worst case were the norm:
a large percentage of the Registry entries change every day and a large percentage of them
are used by every application action, resulting in a large candidate set that no human could
reasonably handle.
We present empirical results in this section to show that the above worst case is not the
norm. We first present measurements of Registry change frequencies from five machines to
study the typical size of the state diffing set. Then we present results from troubleshooting
experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of additional state tracing, intersection, and
ranking.
We use the ten cases listed below in our experiments. They were all real-world failures
that troubled some users. To allow parametrized experiments, we reproduced these failures
on machines in our group and ran Strider to produce the results. We used configuration
user interface (e.g, Control Panel applets) to inject the failures whenever possible, and
used direct editing of the Registry for the remaining cases. All the chosen machines
were desktop machines used by their owners on a daily basis. This is important because
they would exhibit “regular” Registry change behaviors; using test machines from our
lab (that have little installation/configuration activity) would have produced better but
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invalid results. We also study the sensitivity of the results with respect to the choice of
machines to inject the failures. Preliminary results from cross-machine troubleshooting are
also discussed.
1. Systems Restore: no available checkpoints are displayed because the calendar control
object cannot be started due to a missing Registry entry.
2. JPG: right-clicking on a JPG image and choosing the Send To → Mail Recipient
option no longer offer the resize option dialog box due to a missing Registry entry.
3. Outlook: user is always asked upon exiting Outlook whether she wants to permanently
delete all emails in the Deleted Items folder, due to a hard-to-find setting.
4. Printing: printing to a duplex-named printer always produces single-sided printing,
due to a hard-to-find setting.
5. IE Passwords: Internet Explorer (IE) browser no longer offers to automatically save
passwords; the option to re-enable the feature is difficult to find.
6. Media Player: Windows Media Player “Open URL” function would fail if the
EnableAutodial Registry entry is changed from 0 to 1 on a corporate desktop.
7. IM: MSN Instant Messenger (IM) would significantly slow down if the firewall client
is disabled on a corporate desktop.
8. IE Proxy: IE on a machine with a corporate proxy setting would fail when the machine
is connected to a home network.
9. IE Offline: IE “Work Offline” option may be automatically turned on without user
knowledge; the user would then be presented with a cached offline page instead of the
default start page when launching IE.
10. Taskbar: IE windows would be unexpectedly grouped under the Windows Explorer
taskbar group, due to the addition of a Registry entry.
5.1. Registry change behavior
The common perception of the Windows Registry is that it contains an enormous
amount of undocumented configuration information that is accessed frequently by various
applications and OS components. To our knowledge, the study that we present in this
section is the first quantitative study of Registry change behavior. In addition to providing
insights for the troubleshooting problem, the study should serve as a useful guide for the
general CCM community as well.
We studied the Registry from two perspectives. First, we looked at the aggregate
change behavior of the Registry over a long period of time, ranging from 77 to 84
days. (These numbers are roughly determined by the number of available System Restore
checkpoints per machine.) Next, we looked at the daily behavior of the Registry over the
same observational period. We expect that Strider troubleshooting will most frequently
be applied to a good checkpoint and a bad checkpoint that are close together in time, and
therefore we expect the daily behavior of the Registry to be a good guide to the performance
of the state diffing part of the Strider toolkit.
The machines in our study consisted of four developer workstations and one knowledge
worker’s machine, each of them in daily use. Fig. 2 shows the Registry change statistics
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Fig. 2. Registry change statistics.
we observed across the five machines over the entirety of the observational periods.
We present the number of Registry values at the end of the period for each machine—
these vary from just under 140,000 to almost 240,000.
On four of the five machines (#1, #2, #3, and #5), only 4.7%–13.2% of the Registry ever
changed. Applying the noise filtering techniques (i.e., keyword-based filtering and change
frequency threshold-based filtering by excluding any Registry entry that changed more than
10 times during the period) to these machines yielded that the number of Registry changes
that were classified as non-operational and so potentially configuration-related ranged from
2.1% to 11.3%.
On machine #4, 20.7% of the Registry changed. Looking at this machine’s history
in more detail, we found that the majority of the changes were due to a single large
installation: on this one day, 16% of the Registry changed. If we exclude this single large
installation when calculating the Registry change percentage, we find that the changes
drop to around 4% of the total Registry size. This number suggests that if we needed to
troubleshoot this machine, state diffing of any pair of checkpoints on the same side of the
large installation (i.e., either both before or both after) would likely result in a number of
potentially significant entries that is comparable to the number found by state diffing on
one of the machines with a small change percentage over the entire period. If the state
diffing period must cover the large installation, then we need to rely on the intersection
component to reduce the complexity, which will be discussed shortly.
Now we turn our attention to the daily behavior of the Registry. Fig. 3 illustrates the
daily behavior across all five machines. Because checkpoints may be taken for multiple
reasons (by the users manually, by System Restore-aware installers prior to installations,
or by System Restore service periodically), we were careful to ensure that we only included
one checkpoint per 24-hour bucket in our analysis. Therefore the diff sizes shown in Fig. 3
correspond to a gap of slightly more than 24 hours on average. The spike in machine #4’s
diff size due to the single large installation (mentioned in the previous paragraph) is clearly
visible near the beginning of the observational period.
Across all five machines, the median number of changing Registry values on any given
day is 302. After applying the Strider noise filtering, the median number drops to only
29. This demonstrates the additional power of noise filtering when applied to changes
between checkpoints taken on consecutive days. This has the following simple explanation:
although the percentage of operational Registry entries as shown in Fig. 2 may seem low
(between 1% and 6%), these entries changed frequently and so appeared much more often
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Fig. 3. Registry daily changes with and without noise filtering.
in daily diff results. Noise filtering effectively identifies these entries, which comprise a
large portion of any daily diff, as unlikely to reflect significant configuration changes.
5.2. Same-machine, cross-time troubleshooting
5.2.1. Troubleshooting effectiveness
Fig. 4(a) and (b) present our experimental results on the effectiveness of Strider trou-
bleshooting for the ten cases, all with checkpoints that are approximately seven days apart.
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Fig. 3. (continued)
Along the horizontal axis, “Registry Size” is the average number of Registry values of the
two checkpoints; “Diff” is the number of Registry values in the state diffing result; “In-
tersection” is the total number of Registry values appearing in the report, which consist of
all the entries in the intersection of keyword-filtered diff and trace; “ICF” excludes those
entries in the report whose ICF scores are below the default threshold; “Rank” is the order
ranking of the root cause in the ICF-filtered list.
The effect of each step in the Strider troubleshooting process is evident from the
figures. Typically, state diffing reduces the dimensionality by two orders of magnitude
(from 200,000 to roughly around 2,000) and diff–trace intersection reduces it by another
two orders of magnitude (from 2,000 to below 20). Even in the three cases where state
diffing could provide only one-order-of-magnitude reduction because the seven-day period
covered some significant installation events, the intersection still effectively brought down
the number of candidates to below 20.
The ICF threshold-based noise filtering provided additional help for the three cases with
more than 10 entries in the intersection (in Fig. 4(b)): it reduced the numbers from 17, 15,
and 13 to 14, 11, and 7, respectively. The final ranking summarizes the overall effectiveness
of Strider troubleshooting: the actual root cause was identified as the number 1 candidate in
six of the ten cases, as number 2 in two cases, and as number 3 in one case. The root-cause
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Fig. 4. Same-machine, cross-time troubleshooting effectiveness.
rank for the IE Proxy case was 14, which would require more manual analysis effort to
filter out the false positives. We are currently investigating ways to group together relevant
final entries to aid manual analysis.
5.2.2. Sensitivity analysis
We performed additional experiments to study the sensitivity of the troubleshooting
results to variation in the machine being examined and the time interval of the diff. We
let the time between the good checkpoint and the bad checkpoint vary among 3, 7, and 14
days. We varied the machine under consideration across all five machines in our study, and
we examined four cases: System Restore (case 1), JPG (case 2), Media Player (case 6), and
IM (case 7). The final ranking results are presented in Fig. 5.
We found the Strider troubleshooter to be robust to both factors being studied, although
varying the factors did have some impact. In three of the four cases, the choice of machine
affected the root-cause ranking, although the final rank remains number 3 or better in every
case. In the case of machine #5 with case 6, we found that varying the offset in time from
7 to 14 days caused the root-cause rank to drop from 1 to 2.
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Fig. 5. Sensitivity analysis of same-machine, cross-time troubleshooting. (Numbers are final root-cause
ranks.)
5.3. Cross-machine troubleshooting
Although the current version of the Strider toolkit is primarily targeted at same-machine,
cross-time troubleshooting, we have conducted some preliminary experiments and found
that it can be useful for cross-machine troubleshooting as well. We used the same ten cases,
but with checkpoints from two different machines: the configuration failure was introduced
into one machine to make the target program action fail, while the same action succeeded
on the other one.
Fig. 6 shows the results. First, we observe that the current state diffing tool is less
effective in the cross-machine scenario; it reduced the number of entries by about two
thirds, in contrast with the two orders of magnitude in the same-machine case. There
are at least two factors that contributed to this: (1) different machines can simply have
very different sets of installed programs; (2) the “same” Registry entries can appear
to be different on different machines because their names contain machine-specific
information. We are currently investigating a set of mapping rules to eliminate the
latter.
Fortunately, the intersection operation remained effective and reduced the number to
below 100 in all cases. The ICF noise filtering is only slightly useful for half of the cases
because the static dictionary built from cross-time diffing analysis may not be suitable
for the cross-machine scenario. We expect that a separate dictionary based on cross-
machine diffing analysis of each Registry entry among a large number of checkpoints
would improve the filtering.
The final step of applying the order ranking heuristics was still mostly effective: in eight
of the ten cases, the root cause ranked number 10 or better. But for the IM case and the IE
Proxy case, the root cause ranked 36 and 33, respectively.
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Fig. 6. Preliminary results of cross-machine troubleshooting effectiveness.
6. Discussions and future work
In this section, we discuss additional issues and factors that can potentially impact
the effectiveness of Strider troubleshooting and were not covered by our performance
evaluations presented in the previous section. We also discuss several types of problems for
which the current version of Strider cannot successfully provide diagnosis, and we outline
our future work directed at addressing these problems. In general, the challenge is to ensure
that the mechanical operations capture the root cause, to understand the limitations of our
current noise filtering techniques, and then to further exploit the mass to facilitate the final
step of root-cause analysis.
Capturing the root cause
In most cases, it is fairly clear which application’s execution should be traced. For
example, in the Media Player case, we traced wmplayer.exe; in the IM case, we traced
msmsgs.exe. Per-process traces were used for all the cases except for the “Taskbar” case, in
which traces for both iexplore.exe (IE) and explorer.exe (Windows Explorer) were included
because it was difficult to determine from the symptom which one was the offending
application.
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Although they usually achieve good root-cause ranking, per-process traces capture only
“direct dependencies” (i.e., Registry accesses made by the target process) and may miss
the root cause contained in “indirect dependencies”. For example, in a case where a pop-
up stopper designed to stop pop-up ads interfered with the normal operations of a Web site,
the root-cause Registry entry was accessed from a separate process, rather than from the
browser process itself. We plan to enhance Strider with process dependency tracking so
that it can capture indirect dependencies without resorting to using all-process traces.
In addition to indirect dependencies, “asynchronous dependencies” pose another chal-
lenge. Strider implicitly assumes that the root-cause entry must be accessed synchronously
during the user-selected time interval for state tracing. However, it is possible that the
traced application had read the root-cause entry before the tracing was started. For ex-
ample, while in most of the ten cases the application actions that the user should trace
were well defined and did contain the root causes, the remaining cases required tracing of
application launching as well as the application action that led to the observed failure.
To study the effect of less-experienced Strider users always using the longer traces
(i.e., since application launch) to avoid missing the root cause, we performed further
experiments by replacing the action-only traces with the longer traces in cases 1, 3, 4,
5, and 6. This would drop the root-cause ranking from (2, 1, 1, 1, 2) to (3, 12, 1, 9, 17),
respectively, which is still acceptable but may require significantly more troubleshooting
effort depending on whether the additional false positives are easy to filter manually. Our
long-term direction is to develop efficient, always-on tracing and logging to relieve users
of the responsibility of specifying when to start and stop tracing.
Similarly, users may specify incorrect good states due to either incorrect memory or
latencies between state corruption and application failure. This would cause the state
diffing results and thus the intersection to miss the root cause. A near-term solution is
to encourage users to be conservative in selecting good states. Our long-term direction
is to develop statistical techniques that automatically analyze multiple good and bad
checkpoints to relieve users of the burden.
Limitations of noise filtering
As discussed previously, statistical techniques such as Inverse Change Frequency
ranking for filtering out false positives naturally introduce the possibility of false negatives.
Although it is difficult to provide conclusive arguments that noise filtering does not
introduce significant false negatives without a large number of failure cases, our experience
has shown that it works well in practice and has allowed successful root-cause analyses of
tens of cases.
We now describe several types of problems that could potentially defeat Strider’s current
noise filtering strategy. Our plan is to refine the filtering rules as we encounter false
negatives, and revisit the design if we gain concrete evidence that a significant number
of real-world root causes actually fall into the false-negative category.
◦ Usage counters: for example, the behavior of a trial software package may change
when its usage count exceeds a certain threshold.
◦ Window positions: for example, a corrupted entry that is supposed to remember the
last position of an application window may cause display problems.
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◦ MRU and cache-related information: for example, “last server connected” may be
the root cause of a client application failure; “last file opened” may cause a document
processing program to fail upon launch; a cached Web page may cause undesirable
behavior in a browser.
◦ Per-session data: some application data may be updated on a per-session basis and
have dependencies on the current environment; failures may occur when a user tries
to restore such per-session data. Current Strider noise filtering would have mistakenly
filtered out such data.
◦ Data coupling: a single Registry entry may contain both operational data and
configuration data. For example, we have encountered a case where Word was used
as the default email editor for Outlook and a certain document navigation option could
not be turned off. The option was, unfortunately, controlled by some Registry entries
containing binary blobs of data, and these binary blobs apparently contained operational
data as well and so had low ICF scores. These entries were incorrectly filtered out as
noise originally (i.e., grayed out in the report), but later determined to contain the root
cause through further investigation. Once a false negative is discovered, the change
frequency dictionary built in to the Strider executable is updated to assign the entry a
very high score, reflecting the fact that the entry has been identified as the root cause of
an actual configuration failure.
Exploiting the mass
The four orders of magnitude in dimensionality reduction typically achieved by the
mechanical steps of Strider was a significant starting point for us for handling the
complexity of Registry problems. However, we have encountered cases in which ICF noise
filtering and order ranking failed to offer the final reduction of another order of magnitude
and the users were left with tens of candidates to investigate. In some cross-machine cases,
the final reports still contained hundreds of candidates and root-cause analysis remained
very difficult.
We plan to address this challenge by further exploiting the mass. We are collecting a
large number of Registry snapshots in our “GeneBank” and plan to generalize the diff-
based techniques to statistical analyses across multiple snapshots. In particular, root-cause
candidates containing data that clearly deviate from the “normal majority” will be ranked
higher. We are also enhancing the tracing and noise-filtering techniques to enable always-
on logging and analysis on a large number of machines for building and reporting known-
good behavioral models.
7. Beyond the Windows Registry
Although we have focused on troubleshooting Windows Registry-related problems, the
Strider techniques are generally applicable to any shared, persistent configuration store on
any operating system platform.
We are currently extending the Strider implementation to provide troubleshooting of
configuration problems due to changes in files and directories/folders. The implementation
will utilize the file change log information from System Restore to detect which files
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have been changed, use a filter driver to trace which files are being accessed as part
of an application action, reuse the tree structure for computing the intersection, use file
change frequency for state ranking, and rely on information from the genomics database
to identify directories containing temporary files as known noise, to provide mappings of
which files belong to which applications or OS components, and to point to support articles
documenting known problems with certain files.
Similar techniques can also be applied to Unix machines. Unix configuration generally
appears in files under /etc/. For example, user account information is in /etc/passwd, the IP
address of the DNS server is in /etc/resolv.conf, and the many parameters for the X server
are typically in /etc/X11/. Although many configuration files are used by a single program
or OS facility, quite a few well-known configuration files are shared by multiple programs
and so are subject to similar configuration problems as those in the Window Registry.
The most notable example is /etc/mailcap, which contains a system-wide mapping
from MIME types to commands for handling them. Any software that displays or edits
a particular type of MIME file may want to install entries in the mailcap file, so that other
programs can use it to display or edit that file type. Therefore, applications that can handle
common file types could write conflicting entries into the mailcap configuration file.
Another example is /etc/inetd.conf. Rather than having a separate daemon for each type
of connection (for example, finger, telnet, rlogin, rsh, smtp, ftp) listening on its own port
for incoming connections, the meta-daemon inetd listens on all the ports and starts an
instance of the appropriate daemon on demand as each connection comes in. Each of the
individual daemons is required to add an entry to inetd.conf when it is installed and remove
that entry upon uninstallation. If two daemons use the same port, their entries in inetd.conf
may conflict [14].
In addition, ill-written Unix applications may modify the environment variables in
a user’s .cshrc configuration file for their own operations. Such practices may result in
conflicts in environment variables. When these conflicts result in faulty application
executions, users typically resort to application reinstallation to repair the problem. Strider
troubleshooting can help identify the root cause to potentially provide a less disruptive
repair and avoid future occurrences of the same problem.
8. Related work
The body of work related to systems management through specification is quite large
[2,3,9,15,18,23]. The general approach is to provide languages and tools to allow
developers or system administrators to specify “rules” of proper system behavior and
configuration for monitoring, and “actions” to correct any detected lack of compliance
with a given rule to enable the system to converge with the specified requirements.
Strider complements the specification-based approach by adopting a black-box approach
to discover unspecified rules of proper system operation and gradually build up a genomics
database of known-good requirements and known-bad issues.
Burgess [4,6] proposed a general “diffing” concept of adaptive, statistical, long-term
anomaly detection for systems management, which is implemented into the configuration
agent system cfengine for the Unix environment. The Strider Inverse Change Frequency
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ranking applies a similar concept to the Windows environment. Specifically, a “statistical
quantifier” in the summary form of change frequency is maintained for each Registry
entry to approximately characterize its “normal” behavior; operational data exhibiting
long-term, high frequency behavior is then de-emphasized at troubleshooting time even
though it appears in the state diffing result. The garbage collection operation of System
Restore defines a natural sliding window for Strider; contributions from data changes
corresponding to the past, garbage-collected period are degraded to allow the ranking
algorithm to adapt to progressive behavioral changes due to newly installed software or
changes in user usage patterns.
Strider’s basic approach of classifying changes as unimportant (noise) or important
based on their statistical properties is in the same spirit as the statistical mechanics section
of Burgess’s paper on Computer Immunology [5]. In contrast to his work on Computer
Immunology, we have not explored self-repairing behavior. We made this choice for two
reasons. First, the current focus of Strider is on desktop machines, for which reliable
measures of normality are harder to obtain compared to the case for heavily loaded
server machines running widely used services, as was similarly observed in [6]. Second,
the “state” considered by Strider consists of “raw” pieces of configuration data, such as
a Registry entry, as opposed to the “resource usage variables” commonly used in the
literature. It is more difficult to define anomalies and invoke self-repairing actions in the
former category because most of the changes in configuration data are likely to have been
intentional; they should be considered potential anomalies only when the user complains
about the system or an application no longer delivering user-expected services.
Gossips [13] provides an extensible, object-oriented framework for monitoring
distributed systems in an IT environment. Each Gossips process running on a participating
client gathers and analyzes system state-related data, and reports any interesting state
changes to a central server. By including cfengine, Gossips could be extended into an
automated repair tool. Although Gossips also maintains a knowledge base of known
problems indexed by state-related information, the “states” refer to the condition of a
system or service (such as working/broken), which are quite different from the lower level,
more precise “configuration data” states in the Strider genomics database.
In a recent position paper, Redstone et al. [19] described a vision of an automated
problem diagnosis system that automatically captures aspects of a computer’s state,
behavior, and symptoms necessary to characterize the problem, and matches such
information against problem reports stored in a structured database. In the Strider
project, we have focused on developing actual root-cause analysis technologies for
configuration failures by using state diff and trace information to characterize them.
Symptom descriptions are used as secondary information and are still provided by the user
because many Registry-related “problems” can only be defined against user expectation.
An earlier version of Strider provided automatic search of support database for high
ranking root-cause candidates [24]; but we have observed that such an approach can only
be effective after a large number of support articles are written in a structured, machine-
readable format and stored in the genomics database.
The concept of problem identification as deviant behavior from a “normal majority” by
applying statistical techniques to a large number of samples has emerged in several areas in
recent years. Engler et al. [11] described techniques that automatically extract correctness
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rules from the source code itself (rather than the programmers) and flag deviations, and
that use statistical ranking to prioritize the inspection effort. Liblit et al. [17] proposed a
sampling infrastructure for gathering information about a large number of actual program
executions experienced by a user community, based on which predicate guessing and
elimination are used to isolate deterministic bugs and statistical modeling is used to isolate
non-deterministic errors by identifying correlation between behaviors and failures. Apap
et al. [1] presented a host-based intrusion detection system that builds a model of normal
Registry behavior through training and showed that anomaly detection against the model
can identify malicious activities with relatively high accuracy and low false positive rate.
The PinPoint root-cause analysis framework [7] applies data clustering analysis to a large
number of multi-tier request–response traces tagged with perceived success/failure status
to determine the subset of components that are most likely to be the cause of failures.
9. Summary
We have proposed the Strider state-based approach to Change and Configuration
Management and Support, and built and evaluated a system based on this approach. The
approach allows a decomposition of complex problems into five Strider components that
can be used as building blocks in various scenarios. In the context of our primary example,
troubleshooting of configuration failures, we have demonstrated that combining the black-
box techniques of state differencing, tracing, intersection, and ranking can effectively
narrow down the list of root-cause candidates for many real-world cases. As we continue
to build up the computer genomics database, where we provide precise mappings from
configuration state items to their known functions and/or problems, more knowledge will
be captured in a structured format, enabling even more effective root-cause analysis. Our
future work includes providing differencing and tracing of more types of configuration
state to increase coverage, collecting a large number of state snapshots and program traces
to enable advanced statistical analysis and reduce Strider’s dependence on manual steps,
and evolving the current Strider toolkit for troubleshooting into a systems management
framework for self-monitoring and self-healing.
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